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Introduction

 Us
 The project
 Illinois State University
 Milner Library

Textbook Affordability
at Illinois State
University

 CARLI Open Illinois Initiative

State
Consortium
Benefits

 2017
 Joined Open Textbook
Network
 OER Task Force/Committee
 Training and resources for
librarians

ISU
Textbook
Affordability
Committee

 Academic Senate, Mixed
Representation
 Student and Faculty Surveys
 Presentations
 Website

 Workshops for faculty
 Partnership with Center for

Library Efforts

Teaching, Learning, and
Technology

 Outreach
 Presentations
 Individual Meetings

Textbook Affordability
and Student Success

 The cost of textbooks is rising with the

Textbook
Affordability
and Student
Success

increasing cost of higher education
 Growing body of literature focusing
on impact of open educational
resources, access to course text, and
student success
 Impact of COVID-19 and student
access to course materials
 Additional costs and challenges

 Spring 2019, ISU student survey about the

Textbook
Affordability
and Student
Success @ ISU

impact of textbook cost revealed:
 73% of students did not acquire a
required textbook or other course
material due to cost.
 89% of students delayed purchasing a
textbook or other course material due
to cost.
 Students use a variety of sources to
acquire textbooks and other course
materials: 7% use Milner library

 Summer 2020 – New Interim AVP for
Student Success
 Goal is to develop a campus-wide
student success plan (Fall 2021)

Student Success
@ ISU

 Affordability is key
 Recent data citing that the most
common reason for students to leave
ISU is financial

 Reducing barriers for students
 Focus on policies and practices that are
inequitable

 Milner Library is viewed as a partner
in these efforts

Project Background
and Implementation

● CARLI (Consortium of Academic and Research
Libraries in Illinois) Counts Program

● Demonstrating the impact that Milner Library can

CARLI Counts
Program

have on student success at Illinois State University

● Textbook Affordability concerns
● Mitigating COVID impacts on ISU students
○ Physical access to course reserve books
○ Financial impact of the pandemic on students and
families

● Obtained textbook data
● Searched each textbook for availability with an
institutional license, flagged available titles

Identifying
Classes

● Identified classes that would work well with

Ranking
Candidates &
Recruitment

our criteria

● Ranked classes based on student savings
vs. Library cost

● Timeline issues
● 52 course sections enrolled, 75 titles provided

Implementation

● More than 2941 students impacted
● Placed access links in course Sakai pages

Collaboration Within
the Library

Working Across
(Library)
Departments

Working collaboratively ensures that
we understand and are meeting student
and instructor needs and doing so in
ways that support existing workflows.

 Some of us are new to ISU
 Collaborating during a pandemic and Alma
migration posed unique challenges.

 The eBooks for this project should:

eResource
Considerations

 Be available for institutional license
 Offer COUNTER compliant statistics
 Provide a consistent user experience

 We preferred two platforms:
 Ebook Central
 EBSCO eBooks

 The eBooks for this project should:

Acquisitions &
Cataloging
Considerations

 Be available for institutional license
 Be purchased via GOBI and not directly from
the vendor/platform
 Offer licensing options that support usage for
the entire class, typically unlimited or nonlinear
 Be discoverable in the library Catalog

 The eBooks for this project should:

Access Services
& Reference
Considerations

 Be provided directly to the course instructor
 Be accessible to students in the LMS
 Be discoverable in the library catalog

 We will fold in all that we learned
to enhance our next project.

Next Steps

Quantitative: usage statistics, cost/use,
and value-based calculations
 Example:
 XX Course – 149 students enrolled, unlimited

Measuring the
Impact of this
Work

eBook cost for library: $94.42, campus
bookstore price for student: $67.95, student
savings: $10,124.55, benefit-cost ratio: 107

Qualitative: surveys and focus groups
For student and faculty participants
 Examples:
 How did having these eBook(s) provide impact
your success in this course? (student)
 Do you think that access to the provided
eBook(s) impacted the grades or retention of
any students in your course? (faculty)

Within our institutional context:
 Prepare an internal report for the Milner Library

Asserting the
Value of this
Work

dean
 Disseminate reports internally to various
stakeholders

Outside of our institutional context:
 Presenting our findings and getting your input!
 Publishing our findings in a venue that supports
open access

 Nurturing campus-wide partnerships to support

Continuing this
Work

textbook affordability
 Developing workflows to systematically approach
the acquisition, maintenance, promotion, and
ongoing assessment of assigned ebooks
 Informing considerations as we develop the
library’s next strategic plan
 Expanding the narrative of the library's
contributions to positively impacting student
success

Thank You!
Questions?

 Julie Murphy – jamurph@ilstu.edu
 Mallory Jallas – mrjalla@ilstu.edu
 Rachel Scott – rescot2@ilstu.edu
 Anne Shelley – aeshell@ilstu.edu

